Abstract
Introduction
The display of gray-scale images on binary devices is achieved through a technique called halftoning. This technique arranges black and white pixels in differing quantities and spatial orientations to approximate gray-scale images. Halftoning takes advantage of the human eye's inability to distinguish small features. The eye spatially integrates over a region and an average of the features is perceived. Our halftoning technique allows the user to choose an attribute † On leave at Radical Entertainment, Vancouver, Canada of the image that is important and ensures that this important attribute will be preserved throughout the halftoning process. The usefulness of this approach is illustrated by showing that intensity based halftoning is easily achieved. These particular results are achieved by constructing a bandpass pyramid using average intensity as the importance function and a box filter. The bandpass pyramid then determines the distribution of ink.
We also show that variance can be used as an importance function in order to achieve other results, such as edge enhancement. With our technique the user can specify the amount of ink, as well as the type and orientation of drawing primitives to use in order to create effects similar to limited resource rendering or NPR. 
Figure 2: Floyd-Steinberg's Error Diffusion applied to the original images (200dpi images).
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 1998.
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Figure 3: Threshold Matrix halftoning with a 4x4 threshold matrix applied to the original images (200dpi images).

Overview of Halftoning
Most halftoning research has focused on creating black and white images that are good approximations to the original gray-scale image. The quality of the approximation has been evaluated based on the local intensity reproduction and lack of artifacts and thus these have become the primary goals of halftoning techniques. Error diffusion techniques 1; 2; 3 approximate the local gray-scale intensity by thresholding an image region and distributing the quantization error in this region to neighboring unprocessed regions. Distribution in this fashion will compensate for local quantization errors by ensuring that over a slightly larger local region the grayscale approximation is accurate. Figure 2 illustrates FloydSteinberg's error diffusion of Figure 1 . Threshold matrix methods use a pre-defined pixel arrangement or threshold matrix to approximate the local image intensity. These methods do not compensate for local quantization error, rather they rely on low local variance. An example of this technique is shown in Figure 3 . The threshold matrix defines the order that the pixels should be set. By re-arranging the distribution of thresholds within the matrix the shape of the approximating pixels is changed. This technique trades off the number of approximating gray-scale intensities with the size of the introduced artifacts or regular patterns. Research in this area 2; 4 has focused on developing artifact free threshold matrices.
Hybrid halftoning methods 5; 3; 6; 7 try to incorporate error diffusion's distribution of local error using the efficiency and local placement of pixels defined by a threshold matrix. These methods calculate the error based on a single pixel or a region of pixels such as segment of a curve or a matrix.
In addition to replicating relative gray-scale intensity, many halftoning techniques try to eliminate the introduction of artifacts by adjusting the path across the image. Repetition of a process along a predefined sequential path results in the re-occurrence of patterns and the creation of regular artifacts in the halftoned image. Error diffusion 1; 3; 8 and threshold matrix methods typically use a row-column path through the image. Other halftoning techniques have proposed using a space-filling curve 9; 6 and a wavefront path 8 . Knuth's 3 dot diffusion uses a matrix of values to specify the order in which to distribute error within the matrix.
Many halftoning techniques have achieved reasonable results in the approximation of gray-scale intensities, without the addition of obvious artifacts. The focus of halftoning research has now shifted to the secondary concern of preserving edges in the halftoned image. Knuth 3 suggested enhancing edges before halftoning to reduce the destruction of the edges throughout this process. Velho, Gomes 10 and Buchanan, Verevka 11 have suggested customizing the halftoning technique for approximating regions containing edges either by arranging the clusters around edges or adjusting the cluster size where edges are prominent.
Motivation
Most techniques assume that a good local approximation implies a good global approximation. If the measure of the approximation is average intensity then this is not a bad assumption. However, other factors may be considered when halftoning an image. Importance may be placed on alternate attributes depending on perceptual information or the type of the original image. One possible important attribute may be regions containing a lot of detail. In this case, we may wish to use less ink in areas of the image that have low variance (less detail) and more ink in areas of high variance or regions with a lot of edges in order to emphasize the detail. In this paper, we describe a new approach to halftoning based on the preservation of some user defined set of important image attributes. This technique provides the possibility of easily making global decisions about the halftoning process as well as tailoring local distribution by altering the type and orientation of drawing primitives.
We present our technique and illustrate its functionality by showing how we can generate intensity and variance driven halftoning. We then show how we can easily enhance different features of the image such as edges and how this technique can be used to render images using reduced resources. Finally, we show how NPR halftoned images, similar to Buchanan 12 , can be achieved by altering the choice of drawing primitives.
Original Images used for Illustration
We will use two images throughout this paper to illustrate various results, these are presented in Figure 1 . The image on the left is a gray-scale photograph of the ubiquitous Lena and the image on the right is a charcoal drawing of an Indian boy from Velho and Gomes 6 . All halftoned images in this paper are 200dpi images and have been printed at 600dpi.
Importance Driven Halftoning
The premise behind importance halftoning is to distribute drawing primitives to areas of the image that contain important image attributes. The human visual system acts like a Fourier analyzer in the spatial domain as stated by Snyder 13 . Due to this behavior the human visual system can be thought of as initially assessing the image on a global level and then focusing at varying resolutions on certain attributes or areas of the image. Thus, we have chosen to represent the image at multiple resolutions. This allows us to identify important image attributes from a global level down to a local scale distributing drawing primitives accordingly. By generating the approximation in a top-down manner, we can retain the global approximation and yet control local placement of ink by adjusting the drawing primitive. The global approximation allows us to easily approximate relative intensity and the local approximation allows us to have control over the introduction of artifacts. The local control allows us to restrict the introduction of artifacts for traditional halftoning purposes and enhance introduction of artifacts for the creation of non-photorealistic and reduced resource renderings.
Importance halftoning involves the construction of a bandpass pyramid 14 (see Figure 4 ) from the user-defined importance function and filter. The importance function identifies the presence of important image attributes over a segment of the image. Thus if the chosen importance function is intensity g at location (x,y), then the importance function is simply:
The user may also choose to construct an importance function that combines several importance functions by weighting them as follows:
where w x is a weight, w 1 + w 2 + ::: + w n = 1 and f 1 ; ::: f n are importance functions. The values in the highest resolution representation of the pyramid are obtained by applying this function to the original image. The filter is then used to construct lower resolutions until a single value representation is obtained. After the pyramid has been constructed we weight each region from each resolution as a percentage of the corresponding region in the next lower resolution. The drawing primitives are then distributed according to these weights (see Figure 5 ). Finally, the local placement of ink can be controlled by re-orienting or scaling the drawing primitives.
Construction of the Bandpass Pyramid
The highest resolution representation (bottom level) of the bandpass pyramid is a matrix of values obtained after passing the importance function over the original image. The importance function can be any function, average intensity, average variance, or even a function identifying a certain texture in the image. In the case of average intensity the highest resolution representation is simply the original image's intensity values.
A filter is then applied over this image (the highest resolution representation) to construct the next lower resolution, representation (level above) of the image. For example, consider an image of resolution 2 n 2 n with relative or average intensity as the importance function. To construct the representation with resolution 2 n?1 2 n?1 we pass a box filter over the 2 n 2 n representation that averages the intensities of four pixels to construct the value for one pixel at the level above (see Figure 4) . If the image size is not a power of two we can simply pad the edges of the image with values that do not affect the distribution of drawing primitives. We then recursively construct the higher levels of the pyramid until we reach a single value representation of the image. Each level of the pyramid is thus a filtered representation of the lower levels. The image resolutions range from fine to coarse as you move up through the bandpass pyramid. Once the pyramid has been constructed in this bottom-up fashion, weights are then calculated and the drawing primitives are distributed in a top-down manner as shown in Figure 5 . This multi-resolution approach not only has the benefit of allowing us to distribute drawing primitives in a top-down manner, but also allowing us to create reduced resource renderings of the image while retaining important image information. 
Calculation of Weights
The calculated weights determine how much of the total number of drawing primitives from the current level will be propagated to the four corresponding regions in the level below (see Figure 4) . We have chosen to weight each of the four regions as a fraction of the total of the four filtered importance function values. Essentially, the value of the weight for each region of each level is the value of the importance function for that region normalized to the values of the four related regions. Weighting each region in this manner makes the process of calculating weights independent of the chosen importance function.
More specifically, if the importance function is relative intensity we weight each region as a fraction of the summed intensity of the four corresponding intensity values. This identifies each region as having a percentage of the total drawing primitives passed from the representation above. Thus if a region in the representation above corresponds to regions R 1 ; R 2 ; R 3 ; R 4 in the representation below with the importance function values as shown below, these regions would then also have the following corresponding weights:
Importance Func. By using relative intensity as the importance function and constructing the weights in this manner the ink will be concentrated in darker regions of the image. By representing the weights as a percentage of the total drawing primitives the intensities are kept relative to each other and independent of the number of drawing primitives used to halftone the image.
Distribution of Drawing Primitives
The distribution of drawing primitives within the pyramid is determined by the weights. Distribution begins at the top of the bandpass pyramid with some initial amount of drawing primitives and proceeds downwards through the pyramid. This ensures that the drawing primitives are distributed evenly at a global level rather than replicating a regular pattern of local distribution. This process is less likely to result in regular artifacts in the image. The quantity of drawing primitives for each location at the current level is divided into the four regions R 1 ; R 2 ; R 3 ; R 4 at the next level. The proportions by which the drawing primitives are divided are determined by the weights at each of these four locations. Thus the number of drawing primitives for each location i is:
where, N 0 i is the number of drawing primitives at location i in the level below w i is the weighting or percentage at location i in the level below, N is the number of drawing primitives in the current level and 0 i < 4. However, since the number of drawing primitives is a integer amount and the weight is a percentage, there is error introduced. Since the operation truncates the result of the weight factor, there may be extra drawing primitives that have not been distributed. The extra drawing primitives are calculated as follows:
where extra is the number of extra drawing primitives for the level below. There are two methods for distributing these extra drawing primitives depending on the underlying values. The first method of distribution is used for regions of equal value and the second for the rest of the regions. The first method distributes the extra drawing primitives evenly among the regions. The second method calculates the error for each of the i regions as follows:
where, error i is the absolute error between the approximation (N 0 i ) and the actual number of drawing primitives needed at location i at the level below and t i is the number of extra drawing primitives allocated to location i. This has an initial value of zero. The region with the largest positive error is determined, an extra drawing primitive is allocated to that area and the value of t for that region is incremented. The number of extra drawing primitives is then decremented. The errors at each of the four regions are then recalculated. Again, one more drawing primitive is then allocated to the region with the largest positive error and the values of t and extra are adjusted. This process is repeated until there are no more extra drawing primitives left.
The drawing primitives are distributed in a top-down order, at each level evaluating the highest value of the importance function first until the highest resolution is reached (depth-first traversal). In the case where the importance function is average intensity, this means that the drawing primitives are distributed to the overall darkest regions of the image first, working towards lighter regions until no more drawing primitives are left.
Once the drawing primitives have been propagated through the pyramid to a smaller area of interest (a higher resolution) the ink distribution can be locally adjusted to the underlying image. This ensures that a valid local approximation can be obtained. There are various methods of local adjustment. Some will be discussed in the following section.
Results
Our first example ( Figure 6 ) uses an individual pixel as the drawing primitive and average intensity as the importance function. We distribute the user chosen quantity of drawing primitives through the pyramid based on a percentage of the average intensity. This essentially distributes ink first to the darkest regions of the image and then to lighter regions. In our model the user is able to specify the amount of drawing primitives to be distributed. To retain the global average intensity we initially set the number of drawing primitives to be:
assuming black is the maximum intensity and we are setting black ink. We compare our results in Figure 6 with the results of Floyd-Steinberg's error diffusion in Figure 2 . Both have approximately the same number of individual black pixels. With our halftoning method some of the fine detail in the hat in Figure 1 is retained where it is lost with Floyd-Steinberg's error diffusion. This includes the detail in the ridges in the dome of the hat and the wrinkles in the ribbon. Our method's results do not have the quantization bands, false contouring or the regular artifacts of threshold matrix methods as seen in Figure 3 . All three methods however, introduce some higher frequency noticeable artifacts that are not in the original image.
In order to better approximate the local intensity we can threshold a small area of the image according to some predefined threshold matrix. With our model this can be done simply by stopping the distribution when the representation reaches the size of the threshold matrix and then setting pixels according to the matrix and the underlying image. This process yields results very similar to traditional threshold matrix results and thus they have not been included in this paper.
Our second example alters two parameters: the amount of drawing primitives and the importance function. Figures  7 to 9 use half the drawing primitives as Figure 2(a) . Figure 7 uses average variance as the importance function. We distribute the drawing primitives through the pyramid based on a percentage of the average variance. This method first distributes the drawing primitives to areas of highest variance then to areas of lower variance. We started with half the number of drawing primitives as calculated in equation (1) . Using variance as the importance function helps to create alternate effects as shown in Figure 7 as well as highlight edges as shown in Figure 9 . Figure 8 is constructed using the same technique, with half the number of drawing primitives as Figure 6 (a). Figure 9 combines the techniques of Figures  7 and 8 by using a weighted combination of both average variance and average intensity for the importance function. Figure 9 uses half the drawing primitives as Figures 7 and  8 . By reducing the number of drawing primitives by a half we can see that this technique still preserves the important features of the image such as variance (Figures 7 and 9 ) and relative intensity (Figures 8 and 9 ).
Our third example (Figures 10 to 11 ) uses average relative intensity for the importance function and uses a line segment as the drawing primitive. The bandpass pyramid is constructed and drawing primitives are distributed according to average local intensity. Local adjustments to ink placement are made using edge strength or gradient magnitude. The locations for ink placement marks the center of the line segment. The ink is then locally adjusted by both scaling the line segment and thresholding it to the underlying image. The line segment is oriented at 90 o to the direction of the gradient (along the edge). To threshold the line segment we Figure 12 . Figure 10 uses half the drawing primitives of Figure 2 (a) and the line segments are scaled to the magnitude of the gradient. Figure 11 uses the same number of drawing primitives as Figure 2 and the line segments are scaled to the magnitude of the intensity. The use of line segments as a drawing primitive is useful in the creation of NPR and will be discussed further in the next section.
Extensions to Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) and Limited Resource Rendering
Importance driven halftoning can be easily tailored to construct results similar to limited resource rendering and nonphotorealistic rendering by altering the number of drawing primitives as well as the type and orientation of drawing primitives.
By altering the quantity of the drawing primitives this technique can be useful for the purposes of limited resource halftoning. There are many situations where restricting the amount of ink in the image may be useful. One such case is the creation of draft copies or applications where fine detail is not necessary. It may also be useful for reducing the number of isolated white pixels in situations where this causes problems (ie. bleeding on laser printers). Figures 7 to 10 have half the ink of that required by the average intensity as specified in equation (1) . Figures 7, 8 and 9 use individual pixels as the drawing primitive. The importance function are average variance (7), average intensity (8), and both average variance and intensity (9) . Figure 10 uses line segments as its drawing primitive, has intensity as its importance function, and uses the gradient to make local adjustments. In Figures  13 and 14 only a quarter of the drawing primitives required for the average intensity are used. Each of these Figures use both average intensity and variance for the importance function. A line segment is used for the drawing primitive in order to produce these results.
By altering the type and orientation of drawing primitives, we can create NPR effects. In Figures 10 to 15 we have chosen to use line segments as the drawing primitive. In Figure  10 we use intensity as the importance function and line segments as the drawing primitive, but orient the line at 90 o to the direction of the gradient and scale the length of the line segment relative to the size of gradient. Thus, in regions of low gradient (low contrast) the line segment is very short and in regions with a larger gradient the line segment is longer. The results from this method are similar to the effect of drawing only the edges or producing a sketch of the original image.
In Figure 11 we use the same importance function and drawing primitives as in Figure 10 with twice the number of drawing primitives. The length of the line segment has been scaled to intensity and thresholded to the underlying image as discussed in the previous section. We also orient the line to lie across the direction of the gradient. The results from this method are similar to traditional halftoning effects.
Again in Figures 13 and 14 we have used both average intensity and variance as the importance function and a quarter of the average required drawing primitives. The line segment has been scaled to the intensity and rotated across the direction of the gradient. In regions of low gradient or uniform intensity the orientation of the line segment has been adjusted. Figure 13 orients the lines vertically and Figure 14 orients the lines as a function of intensity in these regions.
In Figure 15 we use the same importance function as Figures 13 and 14 with the same number of drawing primitives as Figure 11 . However, in this image the line segment is scaled only to the intensity in the underlying image and rotated across the gradient. In areas of low gradient (uniform intensity) the line is oriented as a function of intensity, similar to Figure 14 . This method produces results similar to pen and ink drawn images. These images are similar to those produced by Buchanan 11 , but the artifacts are based on image attributes rather than random parameter selection.
The orientation of the line segment can be further altered to be specified by some other function or by another image similar to Haeberli's work 15 .
Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a new importance driven halftoning technique that places drawing primitives in the halftoned image based on important attributes in the original image. This halftoning technique uses a bandpass pyramid to distribute the drawing primitives over the image in a top-down manner. Distribution of drawing primitives in this fashion allows for both global and local approximation. The local approximation is determined by the type of drawing primitive chosen.
We have shown that our technique yields results similar to other current halftoning techniques by using the relative intensity for the importance function and a single pixel for the drawing primitive. Our technique gives more control over the local placement of ink. This technique has the benefits of being able to select a variety of user-defined importance functions and drawing primitives. One advantage over previous techniques is that our technique easily allows for the reduction in the number of drawing primitives. This means that on devices such as laser printers we can avoid the nonlinear intensity region near the black end of the spectrum.
We have also shown how areas of high detail could be highlighted by using variance as the importance function. Using this as a single importance function resulted in alternate renditions of the image. By combining both average intensity and variance as a single weighted importance function we can achieve results similar to traditional halftoning with edge enhancement. Additionally, we have shown how edge enhancement can be achieved by using line segments as the drawing primitive.
Finally, we have shown how our technique can easily result in reduced resource or non-photorealistic rendering by altering the quantity, type and orientation of drawing primitives.
